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“Innovation in the Cloud” – but surely the Cloud is nothing but innovation? Isn’t it a whole 

developing ecosystem, teeming with life that breaks new ground second by second?  

  

Yes, the Cloud is experiencing its equivalent of the Cambrian explosion: when Nature 

threw up every shape and style of life from 500 hundred million years ago. But only a tiny 

fraction of those life forms proved themselves and survived. 

  

In the next two days we intend to focus on the innovations that will be meaningful in 

tomorrow’s world. The innovations that have a future. To do this we must first have a vision 

of that future, then an idea of how organisations will need to adapt to that future, before we 

can truly understand the demands that will be placed on tomorrow’s Cloud. 

  

So we begin this NetEvents with a radical keynote from Dr. Christian Busch of London 

School of Economics, a young man with a global reputation for understanding the millennial 

mind-set of tomorrow’s workforce and, ultimately, its 

leadership. Next we bring together the world’s 

leading professional advisors and industry influencers 

to shape this future into practical strategies for the 

enterprise. On Friday morning we are delighted to 

welcome our opening keynote Alessandro Talotta, 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Telecom Italia 

Sparkle to present his vision on how further 

innovation in Cloud across the Mediterranean region will boost European economies.   

  

Only then are we able to truly recognise, and refine, what Cloud Innovation truly means – in terms of Cloud Security, 

Infrastructure, Software and Services, Stress Testing, Internet of Things, the management of BYOD and other hot topics to be 

debated in this EMEA Summit. 

 

On Thursday evening we will be hosting the NetEvents Cloud Innovation Awards at the beautiful Casina Valadier, located close 

to the Spanish Steps, with grand views of the city rooftops. This launches our year of  celebration around the globe marking the 

20th Anniversary of NetEvents culminating in a big party at Mountain Winery, Saratoga, California on September 21st.   

 

Many of you at this Rome Summit attended our first event in Monaco during 1996 - we very much appreciate your support over 

the past 20 years. 

 

Vi auguriamo un bellissimo evento di successo! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark A. Fox 

CEO, NetEvents    
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Wednesday 16th March 
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      5:30 – 8:30 pm Registration desk open—Hotel Lobby 

              7:30 pm Welcome reception—Sala Verde Restaurant  

   Wi-Fi Codes:  

   aldrovandi OR aldrovandimeeting 

 

 

 

      7:30am – 5:30 pm Registration desk open—Hotel Lobby  

       7:30—8:30 am Welcome breakfast, informal meetings & debate briefings—Sala Verde Restaurant  

       8:40 – 8:50 am  Opening welcome and conference introduction—Cabrini Conference Room  

       8:50 – 9:10 am  Keynote Presentation by Dr. Christian Busch, Associate Director, Innovation and Co-Creation Lab, 

  London School of Economics 

   Innovation for a fast evolving world  

The last two decades of the 20th Century marked a honeymoon period for the marriage of technology and 

business. Then came reality: no more technology for technology’s sake, from now on it has to serve busi-

ness needs. No more “products” with bells and whistles, just “cost-effective solutions”. That was progress. 

But what if business needs are themselves evolving?  

Christian Busch has been named among Diplomatic Courier’s 'Top 99 Influencers under 33' , JCI's 'Ten Out-

standing Persons', and a Siemens 'Key Influencer' among other accolades. He was also co-founder of the 

powerful and influential Sandbox Network, a global community of 800+ young change-makers in 25 cities 

worldwide. He not only has exceptional insight into the values and expectations that will drive tomorrow’s 

global business community, he is also among the key players shaping them.  

 

The key to truly relevant innovation is a proper understanding of the social weather shaping tomorrow’s 

world. The emerging millennial business culture will have different priorities and different expectations of a 

high performance enterprise. Listen carefully to Christian Busch before you make ANY long -term strategic 

decisions. 

 

9:10 – 9:30 am Keynote Interview & Audience Q&A with Dr. Christian Busch and Jean-Baptiste Su,   

 TechPulse 360 Columnist, Forbes 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday 17th March 



9:30—10:10 am Debate Session  I—Investing in IT - Transform your Enterprise to a High Performance Organisation 

 Introduced & Chaired by: Justin Speake, CEO, Bloor Research 

Our keynote has presented a challenge – a seismic shift in business culture – so how should the enterprise 

prepare for and adapt to this shift?  

  

First we must put his vision to the test. Our panel includes senior representatives from the world’s top 

professional organisations and industry influencers: people who study these megatrends, their viability and 

their impact. Christian Busch comes face to face with his critics – how far do they agree? 

  

Then we measure their conclusions against reality: what can today’s businesses actually do in order to 

survive and to out-perform in the new world order? What is the priority: to observe and act on the new 

thinking from individuals and companies? Or is the twenty-first century organisation sitting on a mountain of 

data that could be used to drive better action? Or is it about the people and using technology to enable 

them to be their best rather than setting inflexible benchmarks that lead to mediocrity and open the door to 

competition?  

 

Only when this has been resolved can we truly understand the bigger picture of the global Cloud, its 

potential and the innovations that will be needed. 

Panellists: Moreno Ciboldi, Senior Vice President South Europe & Middle East and Africa, Alcatel -Lucent 

Enterprise; Nadine Pichelot, Finance Director for EMEA, Anaplan; Dr. Christian Busch, Associate Director, 

Innovation and Co-Creation Lab, London School of Economics 

 

10:10 –10:50 am Debate Session II—Finding the Win-Win-Win Enterprise Opportunity in Cloud Security 

 Introduced and Chaired by Andrew Braunberg, Research Vice President, NSS Labs 

What’s holding back cloud adoption in the enterprise? Whether you call it trust or security, top executives 

are leery about placing key corporate data into cloud storage, or relying upon cloud service provider for 

critical bet-your-business applications. The concerns are on many levels – and each of them provides an 

excellent opportunity for solutions developers, services providers and their enterprise customers.  

One big area of concern: Ensuring that the communications links between enterprises and clouds, and 

between multiple providers, are secure, through encryption, virtual firewalls, intrusion protection/detection, 

and more. There are traditional and proven hardware solutions. Thanks to SDN and NFV, there are new 

solutions that secure the end points and the communications path itself, to ensure that cloud data has not 

been intercepted or subverted. 

Another big area: detection of malware and traffic not permitted by corporate security policies. Whether its 

viruses coming in, or intellectual property going out, IT professionals must be sure that carriers, service 

providers and cloud companies are filtering against known and future threats. There’s too much at stake 

otherwise.  

 

On our panel we have all these different approaches. Who can make the strongest case? More realistically: 

how can these approaches be layered or integrated for greater security but without risking contention or 

building so many defenses that we no longer know what is going on underneath?  

Outline Agenda Continued... 
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Panellists: Paul Ferron, CISSP, Director Security Solutions, CA Technologies EMEA; Greg Fitzgerald, Chief 

Marketing Officer, Cylance; Luca Ciucciomini, Cyber Security Italy, Darktrace; Roark Pollock, VP of Solutions 

Marketing, Ixia; Paul Davies, Director of EMEA for Cloud Services, Verizon  

 

  10:50 –11:10 am Coffee break—Ground Floor Foyer & Gardens 

  11:10 -11:50 am Debate Session III—Managing BYOD and the Mobile Enterprise 

 Introduced and Chaired by: Elena Szolgayova, Senior Research Analyst, IDC  

The cell-phone has created a new generation that would not know how to use a public pay phone – if they could find 

one. Nor would they think of returning to their desk to make a call. Wireless networking is doing the same for mobile 

workers, and we are told that mobile access will contribute an average 240 extra hours per worker year. At best 

those extra hours are given willingly by an empowered workforce. At worst they could be wasted in a struggle with 

inconsistent and incompatible interfaces, authorization procedures and unsuitable devices.  

 
 

IDC has analyst data to show that an all-wireless workplace has tremendous potential for increasing 

competitiveness while creating business value. This depends upon consistent and reliable wireless technology – the 

right choice can considerably reduce application failures. Right choices embrace many options such as dynamic 

channel assignment, adaptive antenna configurations and techniques to mitigate interference.  Others say the 

answer is to create a “converged wired/wireless campus” that allows approved users access to any necessary 

application anywhere and on any device.  

 

 

Our panellists offer a range of “best of breed” alternatives, but that just raises the question put by Elena Szolgayova: 

“when you can achieve consistent, all pervasive coverage, how do you then manage it?”  

Panellists: Paola Maria Pernigotti, Head of Marketing – South Europe, Middle East and Africa, Alcatel-Lucent 

Enterprise; Dean Bubley, Analyst & Founder, Disruptive Analysis; Riccardo Canetta, Regional Director, MobileIron  

 

      11:50—12:10 pm    Special Guest Speaker - Greg Fitzgerald, Chief Marketing Officer, Cylance 

   New technology approaches to today’s threat environment 

Too often the bad guys are winning. Every day we learn about more cyber attacks – that is to say, more successful 

examples where hackers manage to penetrate vital business or government systems, steal data, steal money, steal 

intellectual property, and insert secret back doors for continuous surveillance, espionage, and sabotage. Essential 

industries are compromised. Servers, networks and platforms are weakened. We are exposed.  Cybersecurity’s 

foundation is broken.   

 

The good news is that there’s a fundamental shift taking place, driven by both vendor innovation and by demand 

from the corporate community to do better. No longer is cyber security simply an IT challenge: CEOs are losing their 

jobs, insurance premiums are skyrocketing, and regulators are worried. Cybersecurity is front and center from the 

boardroom, to the back room IT shop. 

 

This special presentation will begin with a live demonstration of a cyber attack, using real malicious code 

downloaded from a publicly accessible website. The demo will show what’s broken – and then you’ll see where 

there’s hope, thanks to newer technologies and exciting approaches that go beyond the foundational signature -

based malware detection and attack scanning. We’ll follow the presentation with a Q&A to see if these new 

approaches will result in fewer successful cyberattacks – and if it’s time for the good guys to start winning again. 



 

Cylance and its leadership have the pedigree to make these predictions. The company is setting new  growth and 

protection records and on-track to be recognized as one of the industry’s fastest growing security startups – 

already on target to exceed US$200 million in sales over the next 12 months. 

 

Founded in 2012 by ex-McAfee CTO, author, inventor and serial entrepreneur Stuart McClure. Cylance raised an 

additional US$42 million in mid-2015 bringing total capital raised to in excess of $77 million from blue chip 

investors such as Blackstone, DFJ, Draper Nexus, KKR, Khosla Ventures, Fairhaven Capital, Dell Ventures, 

CapitalOne Ventures and TenEleven Ventures. In October 2015 Cylance commenced their international launch 

program and in November 2015, Dell announced a significant global collaboration with Cylance to become its 

only Advanced Threat Prevention within the Dell Data Security solutions. Cylance is growing at lightening speed, 

from three folks working in Stuart’s kitchen just over three years ago, Cylance currently has 350 employees and is 

likely to exceed 500 by this summer. 

 

This session’s expert presenter, Greg Fitzgerald, is no stranger to NetEvents: prior to joining Cylance as CMO in 

2013, Greg held CMO leadership positions at Fortinet, Sourcefire and TippingPoint/3Com/HP, the pioneer in 

developing Intrusion Prevention Systems. We are delighted to bring you one of the hottest start-ups in the 

industry - the stage is set for the next revolution in security…  

 

  12:10—12:30 pm Special Guest Speaker Interview & Audience Q&A with Greg Fitzgerald and Manek Dubash, NetEvents 

 

  12:30 – 1:30 pm Lunch—Sala Verde Restaurant  

   1:40 – 5:20 pm  A series of 30 minute individually scheduled briefings—Sala Verde Restaurant & Mangili Room 

 Media Track: Press & Analyst briefing sessions 

 Bespoke Track: Tailored “mix” of scheduled briefings with selected Press & Analysts, Cloud Operators/SP’s and 

 Network Industry Professionals  

  

 5:20 – 6:00 pm ‘Open meeting’ time for informal networking.  Press area also available for filing stories.  

 

7:10 pm Meet in the Hotel Lobby—there is a pleasant 30 minute walk across the Villa Borghese Park to the Casina 

Valadier.  Transport will also be available.  The coach will depart at 7:15pm and return at 10:45pm.  

 

7:30 pm  NetEvents Cloud Innovation Awards Dinner at the Casina Valadier 

The NetEvents Cloud Innovation Awards will be held at the prestigious Casina Valadier, an elegant Italian fine 

dining restaurant with grand views of city rooftops from its shady terrace, located just a short walk from the hotel 

in the Ulisse Adrovandi not far from the Spanish Steps. 

 

Our awards are judged by a select group of key technology press and analysts across the globe recognizing the 

very best in the IT industry, rewarding the leading individuals and organisations for innovation and performance in 

the cloud sector. 

 

  7:40 – 8:40 am Registration desk open —Hotel Lobby  
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  7:40 – 8:40 am Breakfast, informal meetings & debate briefings —Sala Verde Restaurant  
 

  8:40 – 8:50 am  Opening welcome and conference introduction —Cabrini Conference Room  

  8:50 – 9:05 am  Day Two Keynote Presentation by Alessandro Talotta, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,  

   Telecom Italia Sparkle 

Unlocking European Economies with the Mediterranean Cloud 

There’s silicon in the beautiful beach sand… and there’s silicon in data centers. The Mediterranean region 

is poised for explosive growth for carriers, cloud service providers and customers. This prime area brings 

together many countries, many fast-growing enterprises, and a warm business climate.  

  

Alessandro Talotta will share the vision behind TI Sparkle Groups’s operations in the Mediterranean. TI 

Sparkle’s network provides end-to-end connectivity from the eastern part of the Mediterranean to major 

destinations in Europe and is the leading connectivity solutions provider in the region, including Italy, 

Greece, Turkey, Israel and Cyprus, and serves the growing capacity needs of the region.  

  

Learn how fast, reliable, efficient TI Sparkle’s networks and advanced Data Centers in Sicily, Greece and 

Turkey are revolutionizing the Mediterranean by creating new markets, empowering enterprises, 

turbocharging cloud services, and boosting the economy to make this region more competitive than ever.  

 

  9:05 – 9:20 am Keynote Interview & Audience Q&A with Alessandro Talotta and Camille Mendler, Lead Analyst - 

   Enterprise Services, Ovum 

 

   9:20—10:00 am Debate Session IV—Telco "Hot Trends"  

         Introduced and Chaired by: Ian Keene, Vice President, Gartner 

Is Software Defined Networking missing the point? Surely the solution we are demanding is Business 

Defined Networking – and who cares that it just happens to be based on a technology known as SDN?  

 

Today’s hottest trends are increasingly defined in terms of business needs and end results. LSO is a critical 

enabler of automated & virtualized networks built with SDN & NFV. LSO uses SDN/NFV principles and 

open APIs to create a sort of “orchestration layer” that can shape the network to manage such business 

needs – for example the provisioning, automation and monitoring of enterprise business services. It is part 

of what the MEF calls “Third Network” thinking and another example of a trend that is bringing networking 

back into mainstream business operations after a decade of semi-isolation in a technological silo. 

 

We have assembled a panel with in-depth knowledge of the issues, but with an emphasis on a visionary 

holistic view of where these trends are taking us, the ephemeral and the truly significant.  

Panellists: Gary Bolton, Vice President Global Marketing, Adtran; Kamal Okba, Director, Maroc Telecom 

Group; Kevin Vachon, Chief Operating Officer, MEF; Phil Tilley, Senior Product Marketing Director  NFV 

and CloudBand Solutions, Nokia 
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10:00—10:40 am    Debate Session V —Enterprise Dilemma: Outsourced Managed Services vs In-House 

 Introduced and Chaired by: Bernt Ostergaard, Analyst and Service Director, Quocirca 

It has never been an easy choice. The more generic your need, the greater the choice of services and the more 

expertise you might also need to choose the right one. If your need is highly specialized, then the chances are 

greater that nobody can do a better job than your own team, but the likelihood of any project being successfully 

completed on time drops steeply with the size of the project. 

  

But perhaps the biggest mistake of all is to commit to a rigid strategy, because the field is forever changing. 

Perhaps the question is whether to outsource or stay in-house. Or perhaps organizations are torn between a public, 

private or hybrid cloud model. In any case, there are many factors to consider: architecture, standards, portability, 

performance, security, privacy, up-front and on-going costs, and LAN/WAN connectivity. 

 

The cloud is revolutionizing the field with new potential for more agile, closely tailored and cost effective managed 

services. Bernt Ostergaard has chosen a panel covering a broad spectrum of managed services and will present a 

series of typical scenarios before asking the panel for guidelines: what are the key decision criteria? And how are 

they changing as service possibilities evolve? 

 Panellists: Kathy Schneider, Senior Vice President Product and Marketing, EMEA, Level 3; Chris Lewis, Telecoms 

 Industry Analyst, Lewis Insight; Kamal Okba, Director, Maroc Telecom Group; Paul Davies, Director of EMEA for 

 Cloud Services, Verizon 

 

  10:40—11:00 am Coffee Break —Ground Floor Foyer & Gardens 

 

  11:00—11:15 am    Special Guest Speaker Presentation by Jeremiah Caron, Vice President - Analysis, Current Analysis 

The Internet of Things: What’s Really Happening Now? 

 Consumer-oriented Internet of Things, like wearables and smart televisions, own the newspaper headlines – but 

the most intense action with IoT is in the enterprise. Inventory control. Package tracking. Employee productivity. 

Industrial automation. The opportunities for innovation and competitive differentiation are huge, with the stakes for 

CxOs extremely high. Similar to the e-commerce frenzy of 20 years ago, the gold rush today is to imagine, build 

and deploy new IoT technologies and revolutionize business processes. 

 

Naturally, therefore, technology vendors, software suppliers and service providers are keenly focused on the 

potential opportunities. Areas of interest include connectivity across wired and wireless networks; the use of the 

cloud to aggregate data, process the data; and develop analytics; the process of building new IoT applications that 

benefit the business; and the opportunities around managing those IoT apps, to help businesses stay on top of this 

rapidly evolving space. 

 

But what is really happening out there, and at what pace? What are enterprises focused on, and where are they 

spending their money? This presentation by Current Analysis SVP Jerry Caron will provide answers to these 

questions, based on a recently-completed (March, 2016) global survey of over 1000 enterprises. This study, 

coupled with the Current Analysis database of global IoT deployment innovations, provides the clearest possible 



picture of where the heavily-hyped IoT opportunity sits today. 

   11:15—12:00 pm  Debate Session  VI—Goodbye Earth!  What’s the future for hardware vendors in a virtual universe? 

   Introduced and Chaired by: Pim Bilderbeek, Analyst, The METIS Files  

Virtualization, bare metal switching, the advance of NFV is a wondrous thing. Functionality that once had to be 

ordered, shipped, delivered in a truck and took days for engineers to install is now downloaded in minutes. But 

where does that leave traditional hardware vendors? 

 
 

We invited the cream of those vendors to discuss the other side of the story – their side. What happens if your 

livelihood depends on selling hardware? Obviously the market will not vanish – even the most virtual concept has to 

run on something – but where is the future in selling racks, cables and white box servers?  

 

We would like to hear their answers. Are they too shifting towards software sales? Are the soaring demands for 

backup and storage satisfied by pooling resources, or is there still a ready hardware market? Are users really 

embracing software security against software attacks? These are the sorts of questions Pim Bilderbeek will address 

– and the answers could be interesting from an investment angle too. 

Panellists: Gary Bolton, Vice President Global Marketing, Adtran; Phil Tilley; Ian Keene, Vice President, Gartner; 

Senior Product Marketing Director  NFV and CloudBand Solutions, Nokia  

 

12:00 –12:35 pm Debate Session VII—“Stress testing” Cloud Applications and Infrastructure 

 Introduced and Chaired by: Steve Broadhead, Founder and Director, Broadband Testing 

No amount of design excellence, certification or previous reputation can instill total confidence in some new and 

complex system. We still need to know how it is performing in the real world. It is the dilemma of whether to choose 

the tried and tested, or to go for the latest in the hope that newer means better.  

 

The best way to address that dilemma is to create realistic test conditions and do a lot of testing. And the best way 

to ensure a lot of testing without operator fatigue and falling standards is to automate the test processes. Then, for 

greatest learning from the experience, you also need heightened visibility into the system operation.  

 

How feasible is it to test and monitor dynamic services in a fast evolving ecosystem? What if this includes the 

Internet of Things that could include billions of tiny gadgets originally designed for autonomous operation in a 

secure, isolated environment? 
  

We have people on our panel claiming that this is already being achieved using virtualized testing, automated 

monitoring combined with real time network intelligence plus big data analytics. We also have our doubters. Let us 

put our panel to the test.  
Panellists: Jan Guldentops, Director, BA Test Labs; Roark Pollock, VP of Solutions Marketing, Ixia; Paul Davies, 

Director of EMEA for Cloud Services, Verizon 

 

  12:35 -12:55 pm Debate Session VIII—Analyst Round-Up  

 Chaired by:  Manek Dubash, NetEvents  

What will be the key take-aways from this NetEvents? Which facts stand out? Whose opinions and predictions will 

stand the test of time? Which technologies cannot be ignored? There’s nothing quite like hearing the experts’ view 

on what really matters, so we invite key analysts onstage to briefly present their unique distillation of this Summit. 

Finally, we challenge them to surprise us – to stick their necks out and each make a prediction for what will be hot in 

2016. 

Panellists: Jeremiah Caron, Vice President - Analysis, Current Analysis; Elena Szolgayova, Senior Research 

Analyst, Networking and Infrastructure, IDC; Andrew Braunberg, Research Vice President, NSS Labs;  

Camille Mendler, Lead Analyst - Enterprise Services, Ovum 
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      1:00 – 2:00 pm Lunch  - Sala Verde Restaurant  

       2:10 – 3:40 pm  A series of 30 minute individually scheduled briefings —Sala Verde Restaurant 

 Media Track: Press & Analyst briefing sessions 

 Bespoke Track: Tailored “mix” of scheduled briefings with selected Press & Analysts, Cloud Operators/SP’s and 

 Network Industry Professionals  

 

                  4:00 pm  Close of event & departures 



Plan ahead for 2016 with NetEvents 

APAC Press and Analyst Summit 

Singapore 

May 26th-27th, 2016 

Global Press and Analyst Summit  

California, USA  

September 21st-22nd, 2016 

Contact Mark Fox for more details  email: mfox@netevents.org   tel: +1 408 504 8665 or +44 (0) 7836 248 110  

 

www.NetEvents.org 

mailto:mfox@netevents.org

